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Case Study Handouts 

ACBS WC 15 Sevilla 

 

The ACT of Self Forgiveness: A Principles-Based Response to Intrapersonal Offence 

 

 Workshop (12:45-14:00) Components: Conceptual analysis, Original data, Experiential 

exercises, Role play Categories: Clin. Interven. & Interests, RFT, Self- Forgiveness, ACT Matrix 

Target Audience: Beg., Interm., Adv. Location: Estepa  

Grant Dewar, University of Adelaide 

 

Self-forgiveness has been demonstrated to be beneficial for both psychological and social 

wellbeing. RFT and ACT reveals that language in and of itself creates, suffering and attendant 

struggle with burdens of shame, guilt remorse, and regret. 

 

All will experience these phenomena. Struggle creates the internal arena in which self-blame 

flourishes, but may also provide a place of opportunity to develop effective responses regarding 

self-forgiveness. This workshop demonstrates a, novel approach to self-forgiveness focused on 

the forgiveness of self for intrapersonal transgressions against the self. The therapeutic 

approach describes seven principles which include: identification of the burden; taking a 

transcendent perspective; identification of personal values and identification transgressions 

against those values; ACT therapeutic responses; granting self-forgiveness; putting values into 

action; making an ongoing commitment to self-forgiveness. Participants will be provided with a 
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principles-based framework, promoting self-forgiveness to clients and possible client 

populations which may be beneficial recipients of targeted therapy  

Educational Objectives:  

1.  Analyze a novel approach to self-forgiveness focused on the forgiveness of self for 

intrapersonal transgressions against the self.  

2.  Describe the therapeutic approach and its seven principles which include: 

identification of the burden; taking a transcendent perspective; identification of 

personal values and identification transgressions against those values; ACT therapeutic 

responses; granting self-forgiveness; putting values into action; making an ongoing 

commitment to self-forgiveness.  

3.  Explain a principles-based framework, promoting self-forgiveness to clients and 

possible client populations which may be beneficial recipients of targeted therapy. 
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The ACT of Self Forgiveness - Seven Principles  

Step Content 

1. Identification of Transgression Developing a clear identification of the transgression and its context and 
subsequent burdens – how did we act in a way that was not consistent 
with our values, how do we now respond and take responsibility. 
To what extent do we experience shame, guilt, self-blame, remorse? 
Identify common actions in response to getting in contact with this 
offence – avoidance, withdrawal, unworkable action. 

2. Taking Perspective Perspective taking exercises 
Mindfulness, Awareness, Development of Compassionate presence. 
Developing Openness, Presence, Acceptance, and Lightness in response 
to our experience 

3. Values and pathways Values Inventory 
Identifying to what extent the transgression contravened our values 
Understanding the process of contact with painful experiences and the 
need for a values-based perspective and response 
Understanding the context of the transgression 

4. Getting unstuck Utilising ACT to get unstuck 
Understanding and addressing Shame, Guilt, Regret, Remorse 
Revisit Perspective taking.  Use ACT Matrix 
Get in touch with here and now 
Identify how painful experiences can be used to highlight and clarify 
values 
Identify pathways of Acceptance and Willingness in taking responsibility 
Determine how to become more open to experiences 
Identify pathways for values-based action 

5. Granting Self-Forgiveness Mindful approaches to acceptance of self-forgiveness 
How would you take a perspective that helps normalise the transgression 
and its effects? 
Development of Compassionate presence, Self-acceptance and Self-
respect – how would you treat your best friend and wounded stranger….  
How would you respond to the child within how would the child respond 
to you? 
Identify how you would coach yourself to respond differently if the 
situation reoccurred 
Identify alternate pathways 
Identify targets for restoration, repair, and renewal 

6. Action plan Identifying Values based pathways for Self-forgiveness 
Development of Choice points for future situations which involve: 
Same contexts or repeated private events  
Establish alternate pathways - taking workable action 
Develop SMART goals for values-based action toward  
restoration, 
reparation and 
renewal 

7 Commitment to Self-Forgiveness Make a commitment to bring it all together for continued process of 
renewal and relapse prevention. 
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WorkSheet 1 

Principle 1     Identifying our burdens  

Identify a scenario that causes you to get stuck in a way that you continuously or repeatedly  

blame yourself , feel ashamed of, guilty about,  or are remorseful of , Outline the scenario’s 

key points:   

 

 

 

 

Every action serves a need….  

How did we hurt ourselves? 

What was the context and consequence? 

To what extent do we now experience:  shame, guilt, self blame, regret, remorse? 

What are to common responses when we contact with this burden avoidance, withdrawal, 

other unworkable action…. 

 

 

 

 

Identify  

the immediate thoughts emotions and bodily sensations and behaviours that arise when your 

thoughts become dominated by this scenario  
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Taking Perspective 

 

Meditative Practice 

• Openness: Bring curiosity and interest to our experience 

• Presence: Lean into our experiences with compassion  

• Acceptance: Give unconditional positive regard to ourselves 

• Light: Shine a light in our darkness, and lighten the burden  

 

To understand and respond to: Shame, Self-Blame, Guilt, Regret, Remorse 

 

Reflection 

How would you take a perspective that helps to understand:   

• who you were at the time of the transgression  

• what your intentions were, and,  

• the unintended effects of your actions 

What values are hidden in the struggle and pain? 

How might perspective transform this experience? 

 

 

Use of relational frames 

How else can I view this?     Perspective taking 

How is this Like That?    Coordination 

How does this cause that?    Contingency/Causality 

Is this better or worse than that?   Evaluative 

How does this fit/contribute/build on that?  Hierarchical 
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Values and Pathways 

Understand the context of the transgression 

Identify to what extent a transgression contravened our values   

Understand that the process of contact with painful experiences needs a values-based 

perspective 

 

Make a Values inventory -example 

 

Assertiveness to respectfully stand up for my rights and request what I want  

Authenticity  to be authentic, genuine, real; to be true to myself  

Compassion  to act with kindness towards those who are suffering  

Courage  to be courageous or brave; to persist in the face of fear, threat, or difficulty  

Freedom to live freely; to choose how I live and behave, or help others do likewise  

Friendliness to be friendly, companionable, or agreeable towards others  

Honesty  to be honest, truthful, and sincere with myself and others  

Love  to act lovingly or affectionately towards myself or others  

Mindfulness  to be conscious of, open to, and curious about my here-and-now experience  

Trust   to be trustworthy; to be loyal, faithful, sincere, and reliable  

 

In the context of our burden - We can Identify how  

• We may have ignored our values, or,  

• How values may have been in conflict 

Acknowledgement of values allows us to: 

• Provide a values based explanation of our behaviours and responses 

• Identify how we may be conflicted in our values and behaviors  

• Recognize our avoidances and excuses 

• Admit and take genuine responsibility 

• Provide a validation of our concern regarding the consequences  
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Getting unstuck 

ACT 

In the Present Moment 

• Take time to get in touch with what is going on right here and now 

• Take notice of your breath for 3-5 minutes 

Values 

• Identify your key values, How could you live more in line with them 

• Have you neglected anything that is important for things that are not important? 

Defusion on your stories/hot thought 

• As you go about your day be mindful of those thoughts which are unworkable  

• Practice letting go of those thoughts that are not useful 

The Observant Self 

• Meditate on observing your thoughts without getting bound up in them 

• Perspective exercises – How is this like or not like that?  How  would another 

view this?  

How would you see this in five years? How does this build on or subtract form 

your values? 

Willingness 

• Make room for uncomfortable thoughts feelings sensations 

 

Committed action 

• Take action to live out your values in one key area today 
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Getting unstuck Utilizing the ACT Matrix… 

 

Notice how inner world experiences relate to outer world behaviors 

Observing interior life   Values vs Stuff that gets in the way 

Observing external behaviours that move away and move towards 

Identify how painful experiences can also be used to highlight and clarify values 

Identify pathways for valued and committed action (moves toward) 

Use Relational frames to understand experiences within oneself 
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Granting Self-Forgiveness 

 

How would you speak to a child who was hurt and who needed support and guidance? 

How do you speak to yourself 

 

 

Having compassionately: 

• Identified our transgression and experiences of  

Shame, Guilt, Regret and Remorse 

• Acknowledged effects and harms  

• Taken responsibility for behaviours that don’t work 

• Reviewed our values 

• Worked through development of workable perspectives   

 

We then start the journey of values-based self-forgiveness 

 

Ongoing self-forgiveness is confirmed by active values-based responses 
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Creating an Action plan 

 

Respond to discoveries… 

Consider the work of Restitution, Renewal, Recovery, Reconciliation 

 

 

 

The work of self-forgiveness includes: 

• Ongoing affirmation through self-compassion, self-acceptance and self-worth 

• Committed action that acknowledges self-discovery 

• Taking consistent steps that move towards values 

• Apply the ACT Matrix for self-forgiveness to daily experience 

• Develop SMART goals for values based action for restitution, restoration, repair and 

renewal…… 

• What can I specifically do?  

• How do I measure it?  

• Is it achievable?  

• How is it relevant?  

• By what time?  
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An ongoing commitment to self-forgiveness 

 

• A new sense of ourselves can bring a danger of overwhelming regret …  why did I not 

do this years ago … ? 

• New challenges, new responsibilities, new discoveries will require new responses ...  

 

Revisit principles … 

 

1. Identify our transgression 

2. Take Perspective 

3. Revisit our values 

4. Get Unstuck 

5. Grant ourselves Forgiveness   

6. Values for Action 

7. Make a commitment to ongoing Self Forgiveness 

 

• Review your SMART goals  

• Continue to develop choice points for future situations which involve the same contexts 

or experiences 

• Establish alternate pathways for relapse prevention   

 

Cultivating a forgiving internal dialogue 

• Continue to develop a compassionate presence, self-acceptance and self-respect 

• Accepting that things are what they are and being willing to find a way through 

• Coach yourself to respond to yourself with values-based self-forgiveness that helps you 

live a flexible and responsive life 
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Complex Grief  Case Study 

Presentation:  

47 years of age, complex grief due to loss of husband to cancer after extensive failed IVF (In 

Vitro Fertilisation). I now really regret IVF program failure and infertility 

I feel I do not respect myself, I am lonely but I do not want to get over my husband 

I avoid friends with children 

 

History : 

Grew up in on farm - complex relationship with parents, experience of childhood sexual abuse 

by farm employee. Not reported, no action taken.  

Worked in public sector and health care.  

Engaged in active sex life from age of 18 (had one termination - revealed at session 10).  

At age 28 met husband (40 yoa) with grown children Tried for pregnancy, no success 13 cycles 

of IVF, one miscarriage.  

Ceased effort at age 38. Husband diagnosed with cancer when she was 40, he died when she 

was 43  

 

Health : 

Overweight but active 

 

Describing  

Please try to describe without judging it as being it being either good or bad what is this 

experience  

I am consumed by loss and grief about my husband due to cancer 

I have honoured him by staying single (even though he gave me instructions to remarry) and 

undertaking journeys, through the centre of Australia from South Australia up to Queensland in 

a four-wheel-drive and caravan. 

I am now really regret IVF program failure and am reflecting on my regret about the 

termination of my pregnancy at age 18 

I feel I do not respect myself, I am lonely but I do not want to get over my husband 

 

Lean into Distress 

Be present with discomforting thoughts, emotions and bodily sensations.  

Feel frozen by grief, unable to speak, lump in the throat, tears 

Rising sense of panic at the thought of being judged by others  

Fearful of being seen as being unfaithful, and being talked about as a bad person for my 

decisions. 
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Principles Entering into Self Forgiveness 

What are these 
Burdens? 

Mourning and grief for husband – self-blame for surviving 
Fighting with accepting permission for a new relationship  
Deep regret regarding termination and loss of opportunity for motherhood  

How might 
these reveal 
your values 

Building respect, healthy relationship, freedom in sexuality, connection 

Perspective 
taking. 

Taking the stance of her husband 
Noticing moves towards values moves away - noticing inside and outside 
rules. 
If this happened to a friend what response? 
Looking at achievements/values…..  Honour, faithfulness, journeys 

Getting unstuck Using the ACT matrix take perspective on responding under the experience 
of shame and guilt, regret and remorse. What happens in the outer world 
When working in line with values. What might happen in the outer world  

Grant self-
forgiveness 

Acknowledge worth with self-acceptance genuine self-love and 
compassion 
Grant self-forgiveness through compassionate presence with herself 
Naming the losses.   
Reconciling with herself and with her former husband  
giving herself permission for new relationship 

Valued action Visiting the grave of her husband to talk through her reconciliation 
Commencing dating, Reconnecting with friends with children. 

Commitment to 
self-forgiveness 

Daily mindfulness journaling experiences of self-acceptance and ongoing 
noticing of responses to life - applying to dating  

 


